Role of molecular biology in the follow-up of patients who have Barrett's esophagus.
At present, the follow-up of patients who have Barrett's esophagus (BE) should occur within the setting of an endoscopic biopsy surveillance program and with the frequency of surveillance as proposed by the American College of Gastroenterology. In the future, patients who have BE will be further stratified according to their risk for progression to invasive carcinoma. This stratification will permit the development of more rational surveillance programs. Models that incorporate epidemiologic risk factors, reflux symptoms, and endoscopic and histologic findings will likely include panels of biomarkers for further stratification of patients as low, intermediate, or high risk. Therefore, the challenge over the next decade will be to define the role of molecular markers in endoscopic surveillance strategies and to identify additional clinically relevant molecular markers for prognosis as intermediate markers for chemoprevention and as molecular targets for novel gene therapies.